
Advanced Shipping

Efficient packing and shipping processes in SAP ERP with direct integration 

with major carrier, express and parcel shipping providers

Overview

When looking into options for streamlining shipping processes, the company’s logistics

department turned to the Advanced Shipping SAP Addon. The primary reason for

choosing Advanced Shipping was because it provided integration to multiple carriers

without having to alter existing processes which were already being transacted in SAP.

Challenges

• Establishing SAP Integration with multiple carriers 

• Manual Creation of Labels in separate Shipping software outside of SAP

• Manual input of shipping data into SAP after label generation

• Manual lookup for shipment tracking

• Unable to compare shipment cost with multiple carriers to determine most

cost effective shipment method

Results

By implementing Advanced Shipping, the company was able to reduce the overall

shipping process by 50%. The shipper was no longer required to log into a separate

shipping station to generate a label and manually input the shipping information back

into SAP. Advanced Shipping automatically triggered the generation and printing of the

label when the shipper packed the shipment in SAP. The shipment information is

automatically input into the Outbound Delivery so tracking information can be pulled

directly from SAP.

The company also saw a significant reduction in shipping costs by leveraging the

Dynamic Freight Cost Optimization functionality included in Advanced Shipping. This

allow the company to select the carrier offering the best price based on location and

shipment arrival date.
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Screenshots

Dynamic Freight Cost Optimization

Based on the shipping address, route

and package dimensions, we can display

the freight costs so you can determine

which service is appropriate.

Label Generated and Printed from SAP

Labels are configured to print

automatically and are stored in SAP for

reference.

Track and Trace

When opening the Parcel Tracking tab in

the Delivery, you can see the Status of

the package. You can also double click

on the Tracking Number and the carrier

website will be displayed with detailed

shipping information.
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